Voting for Our Community

AAPIs are the fastest growing racial group in the West. ACRS is making sure we are heard on election day – and every day – on the issues that matter most to us.
Dear Friends,

ACRS has long been active with both local and national partners in pursuit of common goals that benefit our community, our country and the world. Whether it is sharing cutting edge models for a holistic approach to health which balances mind and body, art and movement, nutrition and community building; whether it is pioneering large scale multilingual, multi-generational and culturally competent advocacy and civic engagement; or whether it is bringing the perspective of our community, here and abroad, to the work against global warming and for climate justice, ACRS works with and learns from our partners, and shares what we have learned to strengthen our community.

This year we were honored to work with Asian Americans Advancing Justice – L.A. and D.C. – on the Seattle Metro portion of “A Community of Contrasts: Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders in the West.” Our local partners on this project, Asia Pacific Cultural Center in Pierce County and Refugee and Immigrant Services NW in Snohomish County, joined us in providing material and guidance since the area includes these counties as well as King County. As you will see in the story on page 4, Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders are the fastest growing racial groups in the nation and the West. We are a community of contrasts, with some groups ranking well on economic and educational indicators, while others have some of the highest poverty rates and lowest educational levels of any racial group. The report belies the “model minority” stereotype for which aggregated data, which lumps all of our communities together, is so often used to distort our true conditions. The report demonstrates how important it is to disaggregate, or separate, data on our very diverse communities – so that policy, legislative and funding decisions are based on facts, not stereotypes. We will give briefings, and distribute the report to policymakers, legislators, educators, funders and libraries to equip them to understand and better meet the needs of our rapidly growing community.

This year, we were also excited to work with our partners in the Asian Pacific Islander Coalition (APIC) of Washington State. We co-founded APIC nearly twenty years ago to promote and defend civil and human rights, and to create a statewide safety net of services which were denied to many immigrants as a result of anti-immigrant federal legislation. Our community was, and is, disproportionately affected to this day, as immigrants and refugees comprise over 60% of our community.

We have mounted statewide annual Asian Pacific American Legislative Days with our partners since APIC’s founding, and brought thousands of community members to Olympia to speak with the aid of interpreters to their legislators, on the issues that matter the most to our community. Our collective efforts attracted the attention of a national foundation, which

| Continues on page 21 |
Client Spotlight

Getting Bullied, Growing up and Giving Thanks

Tien Tran Huynh’s family left Vietnam in 2000 and came to the U.S. in search of better opportunities. Like many immigrant parents, Tien’s mother and father worked hard to support their young family, but lacked experience to offer support and guidance to their children in navigating a foreign language and culture, let alone in making new friends and balancing two different cultures.

Middle school was awkward for many of us, but for Tien, it was the source of a particular kind of dread: his classmates verbally abused him, and he couldn’t see an end to it. “I would go to my counselor, and I would sit there crying. I begged my counselor to go home because I didn’t want to be in school. I would make up excuses. And that was basically just the start of it,” says Tien. When asked to reflect on why he didn’t just stand up for himself, Tien says, “Put yourself in the shoes of the person being bullied. It’s intimidating. You’re treated as less of a person. You’re made to feel inferior. That sense of fear of physical harm; you start believing the bully. So much so that you don’t want to exist.”

Tien couldn’t have known that he was part of a troubling trend that was becoming more visible all across the country. From California to New York, various studies have shown an increase in the instances of bullying of Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI), and other minority students in recent years. AAPI students who come from immigrant families often face additional risks from lack of support from parents, peers and schools due to linguistic, cultural and religious barriers. A 2011 study by the U.S. Department of Education found that over half of AAPI students who reported being bullied said that it occurred at school. Just last fall, the White House Initiative on Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders launched a Bullying Prevention Task Force to determine how frequently AAPI students are being bullied and identify the obstacles students and families face when it comes to getting support.

The pressures Tien faced as a newcomer to this country – like working to please his parents as a model student, while experiencing bullying – made Tien feel weak, Continue on page 21
Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders (AANHPI) are part of a diverse community, and the success of certain ethnic groups often masks the difficulties faced by others that fall under the AANHPI umbrella. While some AANHPIs have achieved economic success, others still struggle to make ends meet. In the Western United States (the West), AANHPIs are more likely to live in poverty and have lower incomes, and are less likely to own homes than Caucasians.

In October, ACRS hosted the regional launch of AAAJ’s latest addition to their report series, A Community of Contrasts, which examines the demographics of more than 40 ethnic groups that comprise the AANHPI communities living in the West, which includes five states: Arizona, Hawaii, Nevada (Las Vegas specifically), Oregon and Washington (King, Pierce and Snohomish counties). The report highlights the social and economic diversity within AANHPI communities, and addresses issues like housing, civic engagement, language, employment, income, education and health.

In their report, AAAJ presents three key findings; AANHPIs living in the West are:

- The fastest-growing racial groups in the West.
- A growing political power that will be pivotal in determining the future direction of our country.
- Significant contributors to their local economies through job creation, business ownership and consumer spending.

The report underscores the different experiences across ethnicities and seeks to debunk the “model minority” myth that is so often used to the detriment of AANHPIs, as well as other communities of color. In addition to highlighting disparities between ethnicities, the report identifies the potential that the AANHPI community holds in terms of taking a more active role in regional and national politics and as drivers of economic activity. ACRS hopes that the report and its recommendations will assist policy makers, government agencies, funders, community organizations and others better serve AANHPI communities. We want to thank report and launch partners – Phyllis J. Campbell, Asian Pacific Cultural Center, Refugee & Immigrant Services NW and Asian Americans Advancing Justice – and the Coulter Foundation and Bank of America for funding the report.

The report is available online at http://bit.ly/AAAJ_West. If you wish to receive a hard copy of the report, please contact Jocelyn Lui, jocelynl@acrs.org.
Civic Engagement

AAPI Democracy Initiative
Helping Our Community be Seen and Heard on Issues that Matter Most to Us

Multilingual voter education, ballot parties, leadership training and phone banking are just some of the activities going on through the ACRS Asian American Pacific Islander (AAPI) Democracy Initiative. As of this writing, the 2015 election is upon us and ACRS staff, clients, volunteers, community partners and the state-wide Asian Pacific Islander Coalition (APIC) chapters are working energetically to foster community participation in our democracy.

Our AAPI Democracy Initiative was launched earlier this year, and is a three-year project in partnership with APIC of Washington State to boost our civic engagement work to the next level. We will develop grassroots community leadership and teach them the skills to engage decision makers on the issues affecting them, their families and communities. We will help our community members naturalize, register to vote, become informed voters and encourage others to vote. We will assist with multilingual candidate forums, and hold community briefings, ballot parties and phone banks in many languages. We will knock on doors and reach community members through ethnic media. We will work to build a culture of year-round civic engagement in our communities statewide. All of this builds on our long history of advocacy locally and at the annual Legislative Day at our State Capitol in Olympia.

For many reasons, our community has not reached the full potential of our political power. In 2014, only half of all eligible AAPIs were registered to vote. Of those registered to vote, less than half actually voted in the 2014 general election. AAPIs had one of the largest voter disparity rates out of any community of color – but why? Registering to vote and the act of voting can be challenging for community members who face language and cultural barriers. Community members report that they don’t know the candidates or issues on their ballot. A 2014 survey by APIAVote showed that 80% of Asian Americans in the Western U.S. were never contacted prior to the election. At multiple points along the voting continuum, we see barriers that make voting difficult – the same barriers that ACRS was founded to address.

With key elections for president, governor and other local positions in 2016, we have the opportunity to unlock the political power of AAPI communities. Our AAPI Democracy Initiative has already begun to develop statewide capacity, cross-generational leadership and the tools to promote long-term, year-round engagement on issues critical to our well-being and empowerment. Going forward, our work will continue to be shaped by and build on leaders developed and lessons learned today. In 2016, ACRS and our partners are organizing a statewide Democracy Summit and inviting candidates to engage AAPI communities on issues we care about. At the end of three years, AAPI communities will have learned from each year’s experience and built the capacity, leadership, skills and tools for lasting change, and a strong community culture of being seen and heard on the issues that matter most to them.
A Culinary Journey

With Presenting Sponsor Comcast, this year’s gala raised over $220,000 and highlighted stories from and about ACRS clients in their own words. Over 500 community leaders, elected officials, ACRS supporters and volunteers took part in A Culinary Journey on October 3 at The Westin Bellevue. The evening featured live music, client stories, remarks from U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell and an on-stage cooking demonstration by Chef Melissa King, Top Chef Season 12 Finalist.

Through video testimonials, Club Bamboo client Kennedy, who is Vietnamese, talked about how he came to ACRS when he was very sick and unable to walk without assistance. At Club Bamboo, he found nutritious and familiar hot ethnic lunches along with friendships and physical activities that helped him regain mobility, and break through social isolation and depression. Teresa and Edward, a Chinese-Indonesian couple who are 73 and 80, respectively, connected with our aging and adult programs to find a homecare worker to provide the intensive level of day-to-day assistance that Edward now needs, and in so doing, they both found renewed confidence and much needed relief. Take a look at the videos on our YouTube channel.

Former ACRS client Tien stood up in front of a room full of gala guests and talked about how ACRS’ youth programs helped him successfully overcome bullying, and the pressures of being what he called the “perfect Asian son” that had driven him to contemplate suicide (read more about Tien in the client spotlight on page 3).

U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell thanked Diane Narasaki for her 20 years of leadership at ACRS as executive director. She also thanked gala guests for supporting ACRS and noted that “with all that’s happening in the world, we don’t need any more reminders of how critical mental health services are.”

As part of ACRS’ commitment to social justice, Diane highlighted climate change as an issue that affects AAPI communities uniquely, “Our families are often trans-Pacific and trans-continental. Family members in the

1 Chef Melissa King wows the crowd with an onstage cooking demonstration. 2 ACRS board member Eunhee Summer unwraps her winnings during our wine grab. 3 Table centerpieces created by ACRS board member Juliana Wong made each table feel special. 4 Gala guests loved catching up with friends. 5 The evening’s main dish: flat iron steak with baby market carrots. Photos by Naomi Ishisaka.
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ACRS is grateful for generous support from Comcast NBCUniversal as this year’s Presenting Sponsor for A Culinary Journey, our annual benefit dinner, which raises funds to bring hope and opportunity in over 40 languages to 27,000 people touched by ACRS each year.

Comcast NBCUniversal invests in digital literacy, community service and cultivating tomorrow’s leaders throughout the country. Closer to home, ACRS has greatly benefitted from Comcast NBCUniversal’s focus on bridging the digital divide by helping youth of color access digital tools and skills through their support of our Southeast Asian Young Men’s (SEAYM) group. Since its start in 2007, SEAYM has experienced great success and national acclaim for the documentary films created by these young men that address issues important to the youth and their communities. With film-making as a vehicle for engagement, these programs foster the well-being and empowerment of Southeast Asian young men by increasing their cultural connectedness and self-esteem. In the process of chronicling their journey through film, participants uncover their own family stories and give them a voice in sharing their own experiences.

“Documentary filmmaking is a powerful tool for learning about and sharing experiences and histories that are not often seen in mainstream media. Comcast NBCUniversal is proud to support Southeast Asian youth in strengthening connections with their community, culture and identity through ACRS’s Southeast Asian Youth Men’s group,” says Diem Ly, Comcast NBCUniversal’s external affairs manager for Washington.

SEAYM youth have created films addressing topics such as bicultural identity, cultural and generational gaps, the digital divide, drug and alcohol dependency, youth violence and teenage gambling. With filmmaking as a vehicle for engagement, these programs foster the well-being and empowerment of Southeast Asian young men by increasing their cultural connectedness and self-esteem. In the process of chronicling their journey through film, participants have also developed digital literacy and leadership skills. Comcast NBCUniversal financial support has allowed us purchase film-making equipment and editing software, and bring in experts to teach the youth about special topics related to capturing and telling their stories using film.

Thank you Comcast NBCUniversal for your partnership and commitment to helping youth access technology. Your investment enables ACRS’ youth to explore their cultural roots today and shape public discourse tomorrow.
Setting Aside the Fear of Failing Others

by Ling Chua, LMFT

Let me share a personal story. I recently teamed up with my coach in a mixed doubles tennis game. Halfway through, I double-faulted on my service game and gave our opponents a lead. I felt overwhelmed by a sense of shame. In tennis, you have no one to blame but yourself when you are unable to put a serve in. My coach had given me numerous lessons on my serve, and in that moment I felt strongly that I had let him down. So I did what I usually do when I have disappointed someone: I apologized.

Like a child expecting to be chided, I started murmuring about what I knew I did wrong. I barely got two words in when I felt my coach’s hand on my shoulder and heard him call my name. I looked up, no longer averting eye contact, and saw his calm expression. He said, “Return.”

I felt a shift inside me. One second ago, I was caught up with blaming myself for what could not be undone and worrying about whether we were going to lose. Worst of all, I was concerned about what my coach would think of me. But the single word he uttered reminded me that I only had one task in that moment: to return my opponent’s serve. It shifted my focus to the present, and what my body could do.

For all the skills that I teach my clients about staying calm during stressful situations, nothing tests these skills like competitive sports do. The need for quick reflexes, the internal dialogue that goes on in my head, the adrenaline rush and elevated heart rate all conspire to bring down what I think I know about emotional regulation and mindfulness.

We are often overwhelmed by demands in life, every one of which seems to spell catastrophe if we fail to attend to it right away. Even as we rant about the never-ending responsibilities others heap onto us, we secretly chide ourselves for not doing the job well enough and worry about failing in the next undertaking – and thus failing other people.

In my clinical work, a common refrain from Asian American and Asian immigrant clients experiencing anxiety is the fear of failing others. Often, our deeply traditional cultures drive us to embrace values such as filial piety and duty to society. Notions such as face (as in giving face or losing face) point to our sensitivity to other people’s feelings and judgments of ourselves. Relationships are paramount to our sense of well-being. Familial and social harmony is the ultimate goal in many Asian cultures that embrace Confucian ethics. As a result, we are constantly looking into the mirror of social interaction to measure our self-worth.

The need to live up to others’ expectations is both a powerful motivator and cruel master. One can argue that this is the force behind our ethic of hard work, which some have used to perpetuate the myth of the “model minority,” like Nicholas Kristof recently did in his opinion piece in The New York Times. Yet, time and again in my therapy practice, I see people who are tormented by their inner critic, people who constantly feel they are not good enough even as they rise through the ranks in school and at work.

I do not think we need to silence our inner critic, break away from our Asian values or stop caring about what others think. Instead, when we start to feel overpowered, give ourselves permission to take a moment to center ourselves. Ask, “What is the one thing I need to do right now?” This helps turn our focus toward our Self and the present moment.

“Return,” I heard my coach say. I nodded. As I took up my return position, I noticed inside me a sense of calm and confidence where my fear and shame resided a moment ago. I knew what to do the next time the ball flew in my direction. I could not tell if the power would be too great for me, or what was going to happen after that, but it did not matter. That simple knowledge of what I needed to do in the moment gave me the focus I needed to meet the next shot.

Community workshops and individual or family counseling appointments are available. For more information or to schedule a consultation, please call ACRS’ Therapy Associates at (206) 695-7511.

Ling is a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist with ACRS Therapy Associates.
Full Funding for State Food Assistance is Restored

In 1996, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (or “Welfare Reform Act”) cut off access to food stamps for countless legal immigrants throughout the country by terminating their eligibility to participate in the federal program.

ACRS co-founded the Asian Pacific Islander Coalition (APIC) with community partners in response to these cuts and reports of community members committing suicide, feeling desperate and without options to feed themselves and their families. Together, we organized our allies and community members and worked with then Governor Gary Locke and the legislature to create Washington’s State Food Assistance (SFA) program to feed thousands of vulnerable immigrant families in our state. SFA became just one of eight state funded alternatives to the federal program across the nation. By 2012, SFA was helping 31,000 individuals put food on the table, and nearly 14,000 of those being fed were children. In the same year, Washington State slashed the SFA budget in half.

The cut to the SFA program disproportionately burdened immigrant families experiencing hunger. Many younger Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (AAPIs) are low-income workers and/or pursuing their education to prepare for their future careers. They range in age from 18 to 50 and face challenges receiving needed social services and accessing mainstream agencies. As a result, the enrollment of these AAPIs into this program has been low relative to the actual need. Through ACRS’ Community Resource Program (CRP), our staff reached out to AAPIs to enroll eligible elders and young adults in SFA. At ACRS, the 2012 funding cuts directly affected our Recovery Services clients receiving SFA benefits. As individuals recovering from alcohol or drug abuse, many relied upon SFA to feed themselves and their families since they were often also unemployed as a result of their chemical dependency.

ACRS and APIC organized AAPI community members across the state and partnered with other community organizations like Children’s Alliance to advocate for equity and justice. Community members spoke up courageously and persistently, sharing their stories and holding elected officials accountable for solutions. As a result, full funding for Washington’s SFA program was restored by the Legislature in our state budget for 2015-2017. Families relying on SFA received increased benefits beginning in July 2015. Thank you and congratulations to all who fought to restore full funding and against hunger in all of our communities statewide!

For more information to access SFA, please contact Kaesri Keopanya, Recovery Services Project Supervisor at (206) 695-7506.
Wellness and Wisdom in Recovery Services

Did you know that approximately 16% of King County residents are aged 60 or older, and that this number is expected to grow to nearly 25% by 2025? Of those over age 65, about one in five meet the diagnostic criteria for a mental disorder, and as many as 16% are problem-drinkers, or at-risk of developing a drinking problem. Because of these figures, King County Mental Health, Chemical Abuse and Dependency Services Division expects the number of older adults requiring substance use disorder services to nearly triple in upcoming years. Especially affected are low-income seniors who are vulnerable to the environmental stressors of poverty, poor nutrition, inadequate or no housing, social isolation and limited transportation.

Despite these service needs, behavioral health services are often under-utilized by older adults due to a complex array of factors, including fear of stigma and discrimination, denial of problems, system fragmentation and a shortage of trained culturally competent professionals.

ACRS is committed to addressing healthcare access disparities, and the well-being of older adults and their support systems are a priority for ACRS’ Recovery Services Department. This past spring, we received funding from King County Mental Health, Chemical Abuse and Dependency Services Division, and City of Seattle Aging and Disability Services (ADS) to develop the Wellness and Wisdom program.

We named the program Wellness and Wisdom, as we value the wisdom of older adults, and because we use a holistic approach to foster wellness by treating the mind, body and spirit. Wellness and Wisdom features a continuum of behavioral health and other support services to meet the multiple and changing needs of older adults, including their challenges to cope with mental illness and/or substance use disorder. Our Wellness and Wisdom staff work out of ADS offices in downtown Seattle and Renton, and provide education and trainings in community based organizations, hospitals, and as part of in-home care services.

For more information about our Wellness and Wisdom program, please contact Kaesri Keopanya, Recovery Services Project Supervisor at (206) 695-7506.
Walk for Rice turned 25 this year! Over 1,000 community members came together this past spring to fight hunger and support the ACRS Food Bank. They became fundraisers, engaged family and friends, and took part in an all-ages community event featuring traditional cultural performances and a 2.5 mile walk/run around Seward Park on Saturday, June 27.

“I saw so many elderly women and children who lacked adequate food...no one donated rice,” says Herb Tsuchiya. Together with his late wife, Bertha Tsuchiya and friend, Sam Mitsui, Tsuchiya organized the first Walk for Rice in 1990. It took place on Beacon Hill with just 45 walkers who raised $1,800.

The 25th Walk for Rice has raised over $265,000 so far. In our third year as a CenturyLink community partner, ACRS supporters raised almost $93,000 and donated over 3,700 pounds of food in the first two weeks of June alone, during CenturyLink’s annual “Food Bank Match Days.” Their efforts earned a match of $42,969!

The success of Walk for Rice is matched by the need for it. In 2014, the ACRS Food Bank distributed nearly 1 million pounds of culturally familiar and nutritious foods to more than 5,600 families. In total, clients make over 120,000 visits to the 700-square foot facility in the Chinatown/International District. Most of our clients are seniors over 65 and youth under 18 years of age. ACRS staff and volunteers serve our mostly Asian American and Pacific Islander clients by providing ethnic staples like rice, tofu, noodles and fresh fruits and vegetables, which we purchase with proceeds from Walk for Rice.

“The memory I always have, is the generosity of the community. Because without them, this could never have happened...that always amazes me,” says Sam Mitsui, a member of Nisei Veterans, who are longtime supporters of Walk for Rice.
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Emcees Derek Wing, Bastyr University and Thanh Tan, Seattle Times
Thank You 2015 Donors!

We gratefully acknowledge the following gifts recorded in our system between March 14, 2015 until October 31, 2015.
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| Pamela R. Hirota | Dr. Emily Hitchens | Suzanne Hittman | Cynthia Ho | Dr. Christine Kan Ho | Hoi Ho | Jackie Ho | Kyle Ho | Yi Lo & Pui Shan Ho | Nicholas Hoang | Taylor Hoang | Misty Hoffman | Susan Hogan | Chanraksmye Hok | Hannah Hollmann | Todd Holman | Dave Holt | Ina K. Holzer | Joseph Hong | Kenneth Hong | Nina Horan | Karan Hori | Joan & John Horm | Lois Lee Horm | Julie Horng | Mark Horoszowski | Tom Hortop | The Chung Ho Family | Calvin 
Julia Seiber • Donna Sekijima • Margaret Sekijima • Jacob Selby • Joan Selvig • Saveng Sengdara & Sok Chea • Stephanie Sereika • Denise Sharify • Drew & Nicole Sharp • Brian & Brenda Shea • Bao-Hong Shen • Eddy Shen • Jason Shen • Pei Hwa Shen • Suraj Shetty • Stacie Shibano • Dennis Shibata • Karl Shibayama • A Shiga • Stanley Shikuma & Tracy Lai • Charlene S. Shim • Edna Shim • Bob Shimabukuro & Alice Ito • Fay Shimada • Masayuki & Shirley Shimada • Ben Shimbo • Chochi & Sharonne Shimizu • Daniel Shin • David Shin • Jenny Shin • Dolores Shin • Dennis & Nadine Shimira • June & Sam Shikurhan • Julie Shoji • Daniel Shon • Joshua Showers • Roshita Shrestha • TZ Y. Shuang • Sonny Siah • Julie Siebert • Jeffrey Siegel • Jit Hong Siew • Christian Simard • Kristine Simard • Mike Simbre • Julia Singer • Jasmit Singh Kochhar • Marissa Singleton • Ekkarath Sisavatdy • Chris Stistrunk • Phillip Sit • Joseph Siu • Albert Smallman • Mark Smedley • Andrea L. Smith • Congressman Adam Smith • Darryl Smith • Diannie & Mike Smith • John Smith • Ken Smith • Kevin Smith • Lisa Smith • Timothy Smith • Connie So & Brett Eckelberg • Yuki Sofronas • Richard Sohn • Vivian Sohn • Jenny Soldatenkov • Nancy Somvily • Chunam Song • Crystal Song • JL Song • John Song • Mike Song • Shari & John Song • Shean Jen Song • Loong Soo • Janet SooHoo & ReeEh Bloodow • Cho-Eun Soon • Laurie Sorensen • Atia Sos • Victoria Source • Hiroko Spees • Anspie Spencer • Bessie Spencer • John Ameli & Janet St. Clair • Janet St. Clair • Maria Stafold & Peter Siekmeier • Alisha J. Standeford • Bente K. Stangeland Mullally • Eileen Stenhoff • Robby Stern • Janet St. Clair • Liz Stevens • Janet St. Clair • Laurie Stewart • John & Sandy Stice • Lisa Stinson • Donol Stoll • Katana Amanon & Todd Stoner • Aaron Stonter • Francoise Stonter • Gwen Straley • Paul Strasko • Jamie Stubro • Rebecca Stropoli • Prestina Stull • Joshua & Carol Ann Suehira • Esther Sugai • Al Sugiyama • Chan Sau Yu Suki • Collins & Annelise J. Sullivan • Lee Kai Sun • Fan of Sumi • Eunhee Sumner • Robert Sumner • Linda Suyama • Jason Suzaka • Joanne Swanson • Katherine Swanson • Kwang Synn • Mark J. Sztabojak • Jennifer Tabulis • Marianne & Jennifer Tada • Randy Tada • Richard M. Tada • Wendy Tada • Shin Yi Lee & Yuh F. Tai • Emiko Tajima • Mark Takagi • Miles Takahashi • Mikiko Takamura • Akari Takayama • Ricky & Kimberly Tam • Josephine V. Tamayo Murray • Paul Tamura & Dennis Tran • Dora Tan • Gazel Tan & Lewis Thorson • Jie Shan Tan • Kheng Mei Tan • Li Tan • Thanh Tan • John Tanabe • Fay & Frank Tanagi • Blissa Tanaka • Ellen Tanaka • Peggy Tanemura • Cindy Tang • Dexter E. Tang • Dexter Tang • Gary Tang & Scott Wittet • Loram Tang • Manh Tang • Ming Tang • Minh Tang • Tom & Marcella Tang • Jenny Tang & Luan Le • Diane Taniguchi • Elsie Leilani Taniguchi • Kerry Taniguchi • Todd Taniguchi • Terrie Tanino • Myra Tanita & Peter Young • Yolan Tanner • Lilly Tao • Alex Tapra • Bill Tashima • Paul Tashima • Henan Tazum • Sam Tek • Ken Terni • Louis Teng • Teck Teng • Thaddeus Teo • Suzuki & Ronald Terada • Victoria Terao • David Tetuoi Beer • Tran Thai • Surni The Dog • Pauline Theem • Michael Theisen • Michael U. Thielk • Erin Thompson • Marc Thompson • Joni Thompson • Bob Thong • Jane Tiffany • Jeffrey I. Tilden • Eng Sia Ting • Eng Yong Ting • Lynne Ting • Ben To • Tony To • Michael Baker & Judy Tobin • Mary Todd • Eileen Tokita • Yuzo M. Tokita • Toshiro & Dolly Tokunaga • Julia Tokunaga-King • Wing & Barbara Tom • Lin Fung Ton • Jonathan & Miriam Ton • Dean Torkko • Jon Torres • Hugh Tower • Dori Towler • Binh Tran • David Buon Long Tran • David Tran • Hai Tran • Hiep Tran • Jody Tran • Kim Tran & Angelo Locsin • Leeching Tran • Linh Quan Tran & Minh Huynh • Linh Tran • Lisa Tran • Thao Tran & Eileen Aparisi • Thu Tran • Tiffany Tran • Tuan Tran • Vinnie Tran • Saul Tran Carrnal • Ty Trang • Diana Trinh • Alex Truong • Diana Truong • Frank Truong • Nancy Truong • Jessica Tsoa • Ming Tsao • Scott Tsoa • Sherwin Tsao • Kang hung Tse • Chia-Hui Tseng • Debby Tsang • Mika J. Tsiboi • Carmen & Paul Chan • Herb Tschoff • Anna Tsui • Christine Tsui • Denise Tsui • Trang D. Tu • Dion Tucker • Ming-Ming Tung-Edelman • Chris Turner • Christina Twu • Tobie Tyler • David Tyner • Joel Uchiyama • Edwin Uehara & Michael Smukler • Susanne K. Umeda • Janet Ung • Wilson Ung • Stephen Uy • Sam Uyeda • Todd & Thuy Uyeda • Tanya Vail • Jessica Valdez • Jean Vallette • Kim-Khahn Van • Jonathan David Van Patten • Patricia Vanderburgh Arnon • Robin L. Vanderende • Der Yang • Sara Vannini • Andrew Vanorum • Fernando Vega & Martina Koller • Joseph R. Veith • Vince Velasco • Norraeli Velji • Rahul Venkatesh • Sid Venkatesh • Marissa Vichayapai • Heather Villanueva • Salvador & Myrna Villanueva • Sol Villareal • Nikolai Vinogradov • Tony Vo • Nga Vo • Ouh Kim Vo • Ms. Cuc Vu • Seng Vue • Zer Vue • Catherine Vuong • Christopher & Matthew Vuong • Jeannan Vuu • Jeanyah Vuu • Duong Vy • Tran & Santosh Wahi • Mary Wai • Philip Wai • Emily Wai • Michael Wai • Gloria Lung & Dean Wakayama • Lisa Wakida • Elizabeth Walker • Haley Walker • Hall Walker • Greg G. Wallace • Janelle Wallhout • Glenda Walton • Jason Walton • Caesar Wan • Dorothy Wan • Sam Y Wan • May Wan • Grace Wang • Helen Wang • James Wang • Keith & Fay Wang • Liya Lidia Wang • Nora Wang • Randy Wang • Robert & Gloria Wang • Suuyu Wang • Xiaoaihui Wang • Yujun Wang • Kimdao Ward • Mari
Watanabe • Sam & Matsue Watanabe • Sharon Watanabe • Shizue Watanabe • Wendell Watanabe • Brooke Watt • Watts Family • Irene Yao Wei & Stan Wei • Kathleen Weiser • Ellen Welichko • David Wellman • Patricia Welsh • Lisa Werlech • Russell Werner • Regan Wesley-Kirschner • Nicholas West • Patricia West • Tom West • Tim Westhoff • Andrea White • Edward & Margaret White • Mario White • Matt Widener • Katharine Wilcox • Kim Wilkes • Benjamin Williams • Brooke Williams • Dawn Williams • Deborah H. Williams • Maria B. Williams • Monica Williams • Brigid Wills • Michael Wills • Richard Wills • Sally Wilma • Heidi Wilson • Morgan Wilson • Martha Wittamuth • Lock Win Ting • Jean Winfield • Christina Withey • Randy Wo-Eng • Tsegaba Woldehaimanot • Ralph A. Wolff • Allyson Wong • Amelia Wong • Aric Wong • Betty Wong • Bill Wong • Brian Wong & Cindy Gok • Chi Yan Wong • David Wing Kin Wong • Dean Wong • Dorothy Wong • Edmund Wong • Faye Wong • Francis & Beverly Wong • Helius Wong • Jeanette Wong • Jian Z. Wong • Juliana & Bill Wong • Lily Y. Wong • Nancy Wong • Sylvia Wong • Tina Wong • Winnie Wong • Xavier Wong • Anna-Rita Wong Terzo • Liana Woo • Mike Woo • Stephanie Woo • Steven & Wendy Woo • Maggie Wood • Tim Woodland • Shash Woods • Ken & Mimi Worzel • Angela Wu • Howard Wu • Hui-Jen Wu • Jacqueline E. Wu • Li Wu • Lily Wu • Xianzhang Wu • Kristen Wynne • Anne Xuan-Clark • Suma Yagi • Shizue Yahata • Jimmie Yamaguchi • Kendee Yamaguchi • Dillon & Jana Yamamoto • Pearl Yamamoto • Junko Yamazaki & Oddvar Sangesland • Jena Yang • Sung Yang • Ador Yano • Rob Yano • Yin Yao • Candace Yaplee • Cherisa Yaplee • Marika R. Yaplee • Fook Syn & The Yapp Family • Warren Yasutake • George & Wendy Yates • Jamie Yates • Susan Yau • Chhuong Yav • Diane Yee • Jeannie Yee • Warren Yee • Emily Yeh • Judy Yem • Jarassri Yenbut • Ruth Anne Yeumans • Dean Yip • Master Lian Yi • Mr. Sung Yi • Sun Yi • Sung Yi • Steve Yim • Davantara Yinn • Leonar Yiong • Helen & Gordon Yip • Joyce Yip • Polly M. Yip • Vincent Yiu • Larry Yok • Teresa Yoneyama • Cindy Yong • Anne H. Yoon • Christine Yorozu & Richard Smith • Elaine & Pauline Yoshida • Mark Yoshihara-Bradshaw • Kashi & Annabelle Yoshikawa • Vicki Yoshikawa • Kaci & Cory Yoshimura • Megan Yoshimura • Ross & Teri Yoshimura • Suzanne Yoshitome • Kris Yoshizawa • Renee Yoshizawa • Connie Young • Cynthia Young • Diana & Rose Young • Cody Yu • Jennifer Yu • Jessica Yu • Sophia Yu • Grace Yuan • Herrin Yue • Tze K. Yue • Ann Yuen • Lotus Mei Yuk • Gensoh Yukawa • Chun Wing Yung • Patrick Yung • Janet Yutiamco • Moya Zaboukos • Katrina Zafiro • Gemma Zanowski • Kay Zatine • Maria Zazycki • Julia M. Zee • Jamia Zeng • Hong Zhang • Daisy Zhao • Hong Zheng • Raymond Stauffer & Xi Ling Zheng • Susan Zheng • Jennifer Zheng Chen • Annie Zhou • Ximing Zhou • Qiu Zhu

In Kind Community Supporters
ACT - A Contemporary Theatre • Andrew Will Winery • Argosy Cruises • Brown Couch Foundation • Henry Chan • Korey Chang • Norman Cheuk & Mito Alfieri • Chihuly Garden and Glass • Chinese Baptist Church • Chuminh Tofu and Veggie Deli • Clear Channel Outdoor • Daniel & Sarah Chun • City People’s Garden Store • Dimitriou’s Jazz Alley • Derek & Julia Edmonds • First Student, Inc. • Food Service International • Fran’s Chocolates • Eva Fung • Georgetown Brewhing Company • Naomi Ishisaka • Jet City Improv • Chef Melissa King • Jay Koh & Thomas Pak • Madison Skin & Laser Center • McMenamins • Northwest Outdoor Center • Oki Golf • OtterBox • Pacific Market International • Pier 39 San Francisco • Irene Piusky- Traci Saengy • Seth Schnurman • Seattle International Film Festival [SIFF] • Seattle Mariners • Seattle Seahawks • Seattle Sounders FC • Seattle Thunderbirds Hockey Club • Seattle Tilth • Seth Goodman • Sheraton Bellevue Hotel • Sheraton Seattle Hotel • Southwest Airlines • Starbucks • Sugiimoto America • Tacoma Comedy Club • Dora Tan • Teatro ZinZanni • The Comedy Underground • The Museum of Flight • The W Seattle • The Westin Bellevue • The Westin Portland • Tilth Restaurant • Tutta Bella Neopolitan Pizzeria • Uwajimaya • Vitality Pilates • Whole Foods Market • Wismetac • Juliana & Bill Wong • Liana Woo • George & Wendy Yates • Eunsoo Yoo • ZymoGenetics, Inc.
ACRS is able to serve our clients every day because of our skilled and dedicated staff. Please join us in thanking and recognizing some of our longest serving colleagues for their years of service!

1. Chanchoy Chao (31)
2. Xuyen Ngo (31)
3. Yolanda Ardena (30)
4. Junko Yamazaki (30)
5. Danh Ha (27)
6. Yoon Joo Han (27)
7. Yong Oshie Lim (25)
8. Saga Samoa (25)
9. Vanna Phoumkeo (22)
10. Sister Emmy Tejano (22)
11. Abidah Haliem (22)
12. Insook Kim (21)
13. Samoeun Him (21)
14. David Tetsuo Beer (21)
15. Diane Narasaki (20)
16. Sompasong Keohavong (20)
17. Kirk Tan (20)
18. Jocelyn Lui (20)
19. Gary Tang (20)

Not pictured:
Annamaria Molinaro (26)
**From the Executive Director’s Desk (cont.)**

this year has offered ACRS a matching grant of nearly half a million dollars to spur the investment of nearly one million dollars as we raise funds to boost the civic engagement of our community statewide. Our community is a swing vote in important elections in many parts of the country, including our own. As you will see on page 5, we are already hard at work with our APIC partners in bringing our community’s civic engagement to the next level, with increased emphasis on voter registration, voter education and get out the vote activities in many languages and ethnic communities.

Thanks to you and our partners, ACRS continues to grow and address the challenges that our community faces, whether through our services, our advocacy, or the civic engagement of our community. Thank you for partnering with us and our community members as we work together to heal and strengthen our community, our country and the world. In this season of thanksgiving, we give thanks for you!

With deepest thanks and warmest wishes in this holiday season,

Diane Narasaki
Executive Director

---

**Getting Bullied, Growing up and Giving Thanks (cont.)**

alone and unworthy to live. It led him to contemplate suicide. Fortunately, Tien found his way to ACRS, where he received individual counseling services and joined our summer youth leadership development program, Peer Leaders of Tomorrow (PLOT).

*In PLOT I learned that it was okay to be myself and even to exist. I found that I could still laugh with others, play games with them, and even bond with them. I learned that I was not alone...that I should not fear what the outside world thought of me. Most importantly I learned to lead and be a leader to others who were suffering from the same problems I was...I found something priceless in all of those years. I found happiness.*

Through PLOT, Tien began to develop his own voice and identity, and regained his confidence. This fall, he entered the University of Washington’s Law, Societies and Justice program, noting that he “owe[s] a great debt to the people around me and my community, and to ACRS...” as to why he chose his major.

Tien’s story is just one among the many that are being written at ACRS every day. Learn more about our programs and services at [www.acrs.org](http://www.acrs.org).
A Culinary Journey in Support of ACRS (cont.)

Pacific Islands are losing their homes and nations to rising seas...while here in our neighborhoods, heavily polluted air from carbon emissions wreak havoc on the health of our most vulnerable community members. We are rooted in our community, but we embrace our fragile planet and all who live upon it, because all things are interconnected.” Through year-round programs serving youth to elders, ACRS clients are learning the skills to speak up and be heard on issues such as this and others that matter most to them.

Celebrity Chef Melissa King provided an on-stage demonstration of her custom designed dish and expressed her excitement about being able to support ACRS. She told the audience how she wished her late grandmother could have had access to the culturally relevant and in-language services that ACRS provides, “my grandmother fell ill right before I filmed Top Chef, and it was difficult to find a caretaker that spoke Chinese. If we just had that support that ACRS offers at that time, it would have been really helpful.” King also commended ACRS on providing a safe and supportive place for LGBTQ youth, which is another resource that she would have benefited from growing up as a lesbian Chinese-American.

Seattle Times editorial writer and columnist Thanh Tan along with former King 5 reporter Derek Wing served as the masters of ceremony.

Walk for Rice: 25 Years of Fighting Hunger as a Community (cont.)

Mitsui. Mitsui fondly remembers the years people and their dogs wore costumes to Walk for Rice – an activity revived this year in honor of Sam and Herb, and their 25 year labor of love organizing this event every year since 1990. ACRS extends its gratitude to the many sponsors, team captains, and walkers and runners who make this the special community tradition that it is. We also thank the Walk for Rice committee members with a special shout out to committee chair, Jeff Liang.

We hope to see you in June 2016 for next year’s Walk for Rice! Form a team with your family and friends, or ask your company to start a team and become an event sponsor. It’s not too late to make a gift in support of the ACRS Food Bank in 2015 at www.walkforrice.org.

To learn more about how you can support the next Walk for Rice, contact ACRS development director, Candace Inagi at (206) 744-2404 or candacei@acrs.org.
THANK YOU VOLUNTEERS

ACRS thanks all of our 2015 volunteers for their time and talents in helping make our work possible.

ACRS THERAPY ASSOCIATES
Hope · Heal · Thrive

A therapy program for people of all incomes providing:

- Individual Psychotherapy
- Couples and Family Therapy
- Cultural Competency Consultation
- Employee Assistance Counseling
- Group Therapy

We accept most insurance coverages.

(206) 695-7511

NAOMI ISHISAKA CREATIVE SERVICES

PHOTOGRAPHY | GRAPHIC DESIGN | WRITING | CONSULTING

NAOMIISHISAKA.COM

Specializing in communities of color, LGBTQ communities and social justice.
ACRS' MISSION STATEMENT

To promote social justice and the well-being and empowerment of Asian Pacific American individuals, families and communities - including immigrants, refugees and native born - by developing, providing and advocating for innovative community-based multilingual and multicultural services.